HOME Hong Kong
Venue Hire Brochure

F+R PACKAGING
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INTRODUCTION

FINE+RARE HOME Hong Kong is a truly one-of-a-kind space for fine wine
expertise and knowledge; a place for collectors to discover, drink and purchase
exceptional wines and rare spirits.
HOME brings together the living stories of the rarest, curated collectibles and
celebrates the craftsmanship and beauty behind them.
Unique, flexible and luxuriously furnished, HOME also provides an impressive
backdrop for special events. Nestled in the bustling Central district, the
intimate spaces are available for private booking.
Venue hire can be arranged by a member of our Client Experience team who
will work with you to create a bespoke event solution that suits your every need.
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VENUE INFORMATION

HOME Hong Kong was designed by award-winning design duo
Sally Mackereth and Nicholas Chandor of withCeremony.
The design incorporates unique buildouts, rare furniture
and state-of-the-art technology.
Take a look around…

1. Entrance + Reception Room
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2. Main Room
3. Moon Gate Cellar
4. Rotunda Room
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5. Victoria Peak View Room
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VENUE INFORMATION

CAPACITY:
• Standing event or tasting: up to 40 guests
• Seated event or tasting: up to 8-10 guests

AUDIO VISUAL:
• Sonos wireless sound system
• Projectors available for:
• Video* on glass panel at end of Moon Gate Cellar
• Brand logo* on glass porthole at Entrance
*Images and video files to be submitted one week prior to event

Please contact us if you require an additional projector
in the Main Room
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1. ENTRANCE + RECEPTION ROOM

Step out of the elevator and into the world of
FINE+RARE. Terrazzo flooring and an
undulating leather-clad wall (designed by Bill
Amberg, one of the most respected names in
British leathercraft) greet you on your arrival.
Wait for your appointment on the Adrian
Pearsall sofa with travertine side tables or take
a glimpse into the Moon Gate Cellar via a
transparent porthole.
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2. MAIN ROOM
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The Main Room comfortably seats ten guests
- on vintage "Eye Chairs" (1961) by Ejvind A. Johansson,
positioned around an impressive marble topped “Gazelle”
table by Driade - or provides standing room for up to 40
people. With eye-catching upholstered walls, the space also
contains concealed bar service and storage areas.
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3. MOON GATE CELLAR
In the heart of the Main Room lies our climatically
controlled, state-of-the-art Moon Gate Cellar. It holds
over 1,000 of the finest bottles including rare, high-scoring
Burgundy; ex-chateau, back-vintage Bordeaux; and
exclusive large formats from the most revered producers.
It is designed to store wines in optimal condition, as well
as to celebrate winemaking and Asia’s rich cultural
heritage. The shape draws inspiration from the traditional
Chinese “Moon Gate” - an architectural element thought
to bring good fortune. The cork lined ceiling pays
homage to the winemaking process.
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4. ROTUNDA ROOM

The Rotunda Room forms part of the Main Room but it’s sliding,
slatted timber walls allow for the circular seating area (featuring iconic
Fabricius & Kastholm "Scimitar" chairs (1963) and “Illuminated Dry
Bar Coffee Table” (1970)) to be closed off for privacy.
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5. VICTORIA PEAK VIEW ROOM

With large, floor to ceiling windows looking out over The Peak, our Victoria Peak
View Room is the perfect intimate space for two guests to host a private meeting or
to idle away a few hours, whiskey glasses in hand. A pair of stylish Augusto Bozzi
“Kosmos”chairs (1954) with matching ottomans and Richard Berry
for Design Institute America chrome and glass coffee table set the scene.
Used in conjunction with the Main Room, the Victoria Peak View Room forms
a useful antechamber to the larger space, allowing for different atmospheres or
ambiences to be created within one event.
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BESPOKE EVENT SOLUTIONS

CORPORATE MIXERS A solution for professionals

LUXURY LAUNCH PARTIES A backdrop for brand resonance

HOME Hong Kong is an exclusive venue that allows you to unwind
and mingle with your clients over a glass or two of wine. Whether you
are looking for a tutored wine tasting to reward your clients or just a
casual after-hours mixer with your business partners, our Client
Experience team is happy to tailor any packages to match your
business needs.

Strengthening your brand identity while enjoying a fine glass of
Champagne - a product launch at HOME Hong Kong guarantees a
truly memorable evening for your valued customers. Adorned with
iconic designer furniture from the 1950s-1970s, the luxurious
ambience of HOME creates the perfect backdrop for your next event.
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BESPOKE EVENT SOLUTIONS

WINE EXPLORATION A passion for sharing knowledge

HAPPY HOUR A toast to team experience

The world of fine wine can seem overwhelming to many. We
understand - and HOME Hong Kong is here to help. Let us curate
the tasting theme, so all you have to do is sit back, relax and enjoy the
workshop. Topics include understanding grape varietals, wine regions,
vintages and winemaking techniques. We can’t wait to explore the
world of fine wine with you. Tastings are just the beginning - a perfect
start, in fact.

Hosting a wine and/or spirits workshop can be a unique way to bring
employees together – not only for a fun experience, but an educational
one too. At HOME Hong Kong you can unite your team to explore
the bouquets, the bodies and the finishes of some classic wines and
spirits to kick off the weekend.
Happy Friday, indeed!
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BESPOKE EVENT SOLUTIONS

GENERAL BOOKINGS A boutique space for business
HOME Hong Kong has three functional and versatile
meeting areas that can be separated or combined to suit
different business needs. HOME can also be used as an outof-office space for video shoots, interviews, breakfast
meetings and business conferences or presentations.
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LOCATION + CONTACT US
FINE+RARE HOME Hong Kong is located on the 22nd
Floor of the Asia Pacific Centre at
8 Wyndham Street, Central, Hong Kong.

For more information, viewings or
event enquiries, please contact:
Trent Heung, FINE+RARE
Business Development Manager
Trent.Heung@frw.co.uk / +852 2832 9986

We look forward to welcoming you!
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